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PROSPECTS FDR SIGNIFICANT THEORETICAL ADVANCE -IPA

THE ROLE OF THE INTEREST:NG QUE.

Demnis S. Gollc-.n

Indiana Univers_:y

For many years, if not for the duration its e: a field of

Speech.Communication has been concerned with the matt st to advance

the knowledge in which its representatives are osteas'hly i:ter,Aed. Whereas

much of the concern about the question has focused on -.1-ying concepts

that would give the discipline distinctiveness, thent.,.,:t! ;OE Aons that are

most promising, and methodological perspectives that -t.fensible for

conducting research, more recent pursuit of the issL entail an es-

sentially epistemological flavor. In other words, &: s become increasingly

centered on the fundamental question of how we know, more accurately,

which virw of how we know is the one to which scholar;.- :a subscribe.

To 'some extent, the issue appears to be Mispla.c. respects; how-.

ever, it has significance for how the field will dev- My own view is that

although the question is important, it may be thi.t: becoming so occupied

with epistemological matters that we will lose sight .at it is that we want

to kno14. The real source of progress in any discipl- 3 not essentially epis-
,

temological. Rather, as I contend and shall try to Itrate, it is the

interesting question. Before I can develop this the:_t :owever, it seems neces-
1

sary to explore the implications of the:espistemological spute for the advance
i

of inquiry into communication phenmena. This exploratio :, I would hope, will
I

.

reveal more clearly the rationale for my denial of the pr-_-nosition that the



of knowledge is epistemological and the feeling that the question of how

:7.77c; has been overlphasized.

7o acknowledge th-2 disagraeme-- responses to the question of how we knc

7,.7)re or less to divile pen7le c::nc A into classes: those who believe

discoverable objec:ive 2.17.: others ,!!-:o deny the possibility. Reali.

la=ter group a7pear= to believe I:: sul dy experienced and/or created

it is unknowabL. in the seas- as Lativist position suggests. As

eermines the argume its in support of es& :=ition, his or her impulse is

shifting allegimnces because 631.1U ,dac-ense at some levels of thought

little sense at oth2ra. Both schools. arever, at times appear to make

..cltradictory claims and are forced to :.,.zreat almost paradoxically to one an-

premises to find validity in th1_-1_I own.
1

Having made these observations, le,: me be somewhat more specific in charac-

rizing the objectivist and Abjectivii. _ view of how we know. I shall begin wit

a objectivist position. The presumotion of this perspective on knowing is

-'rhaps best articulated in the foll:wing remarks by.C. I. Lewis:

Unless the content of knowledge is recognized to have a condition indepen-

dent of the mind,,the peculiar --_gnificance of knowledge is likely to be

lost. For the purpose of knowle=3e is to be true to something which is

beyond it. Its intent is to be i.-overned and dictated to in certain re-

spects. It is a real act with E_ real purpose because it seeks something

it'knows it may miss. If knowle:-e had no condition independent of the

knowing set, would this be so?
1

Stating a presumption, unfortunate:, is not a demonstration of how the

ideal it embodies can be realized. Peir-:e has spoken more directly to the issue

in stating that, "Different minds may se= out with the most antagonistic views,

but the progress of investigation carries them by a force outside of themselves

to one and the same conclusion." Moreover,"the opinion which is fated to be
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uttims.: agreed to by all Am investigate is -.at we mean by ter truth, and

the ob --.s represented in r:-:! opinion is the

It .3 interesting that Peirce, who is cles- ,dentified objectivist

thinkis .spoused a des_.-ip ion of reality thas remarkably s__-.Alar to Habermas'

consens. :heory of true that is the notion t truth is "thy Ldeal permanent

conger _ scientists the limit of their m-ssIA of testing -sd. self-ccrrec-
_

3tion" reality "the totality of trus ststes." In

Peirce' however, such statements still ccsrespond to tomes-sing "out there."

As he . it is necessary that a met _.;d should be 20==3 by ',.bich

our beLef IrIL.y be determined by nothing human 13L: by some exter7sI permanency

. . ThErc: are real things, whose-characters are entirely in spendent of our
. 4

opinions c them."

In s of the intuitive appeal thatthe objectivist positi3n, as portrayed

--
by Petra: -.71d others of his leaning, has, the problem ofithowins when one has

discovers truth. and what is real remains unsolved and seemsngly a logical
S

impossibL .sy. Invoking such notions as "successive approximas ions of the

truth," cr....lusting empiricism with knowledge, or developing the essentials of the

so-caller_ scientific method, moreover, do little to create grounris for believing

that the problem will ever be solved. The first tactic seems to beg.the question

and the latter two to avoid it.

In the final analysis,perhaps the best that can be said of the objectivist

view of knowing and the forms of.inquiry to which it has led is that it has con

tributed to our ability to make better predictions about many aspects of our

physical and social environment. This is no smell achievement. To the extent

that we value such accomplishments, the objectivist contribution has been meanings

ful, its failure to live up to the ideal notwithstanding. As Scheffler has ob-

served, "Science, generally, prospers not through seeking impossible guarantees,

but through striving to systematize credibly a continuously expanding experience."6
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The limitations of the object:Ivist assumptions concerning the nature of rea-

lity and the discoverability of tr=th, on first thought, would seem to favor the

subjectivist position. Indeed, t1±1 birgeoning of essays on phenomenological ap-

proaches to the study of communicazion as well as other subjects and the continual

sounding of the death knell for e==nricist and positivist thinking by subjectivist

critics conveys precisely such an 17-ression. From point of view of those

who missed their funeral or who, _ words, regard the announcement of

their death as "greatly exaggerate_: ' however, proponents of the subjectivist

view would do well to examine the lcAcal foundations of their own conception of

reality and truth.

If one subscribes to the nc _a-7, that reality is merely a social construction

and truth its subjective manifes:ation, it seems a: if he or she is paradoxically

making an objective claim. Are -le to presume, therefore, that the subjectivist

positio admits of one bit of ol:jective, knowable reality? If so, then its

concept on of reality and truth is inconsistent in the denial of the very pre-

mise on which its credibility rests. If there is one objective claim that we

can accept by somehow knowing that it is true: -Alen why not two, three, and so

on? If the proponents of the'subjectiAst view do not admit of the exception

described, then on what basis is there any reason to believe it--the subjectivist

view, that is? It is beyond demonstration.

The problem here is analogous to holding that for every rule there is an

exception. If that be the case, then presumably there is an exception to the

rule that every rule has an exception, which seems to imply that what is the case

7
cannot be the case. And who among us would want to admit, that Wshe harbors

such an inconsistent logleal possibility?

Another difficulty associated with the subjectivist view--more particularly

in its proponents' critique of objectivism--lies in the apparent assumption that

if.the indictments against objectivist thinking are warranted, the appropriate-
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ess of the competing view is ipso facto established. Locating the weaknesses

one view does not automatically imply the acceptability of the other although

may admittedly enhance its credibility. The point is that the inability to

a means of discovering objective reality does not constitute conclusive

-_-_vidence of its non-existence. In this sense, the subjectivist view of reality

eaves us no better off than the objectivist view.

The fact that both the, objectivist and subjectivist suffer from problems

of logical consistency is not a cause for great alarm. Both have been of value

in promoting the kind of dialogue that pl'ovides us with a better understanding

of the assumptions to which particular ways of investigating questions of interest

commit us.

In addition, research generated from both perspectivfs is amenable to assess-

ment in relation to what Hesse calls "the pragmatic criterion"; that is the ex-

tent to which various sorts of occurrences can be successfully predicted under
8

a set of specified conditions. The instrumental value of inquiry, when con-

sidered from this frame of reference, favors neither, position.

Finally, the competing perspectives can promote a mutuality that may ultimate-

ly increase our success in meeting the pragmatic criterion. I am assuming here,

of course, that part of the concern among those caught up in. the epistemological

dispute relates to research practices as well as to the nature of the claims to

which inquiry leads. If we are concerned only about what kind of truth it is

that knowledge claims represent, the kind of mutuality about which I am speaking

is irrelevant. My feeling, however, is that most of those-who have addressed

the issue are indeed concerned with the implications that objectivist and subjec-

tivist assumptions have for the practice of inquiry even if the concern is not

al'vays evident in th studies presumably generated from each perspective. Other-

wise, I can conceive of no useful reason for people other than philosophers of

'science even de ing with the subject of epistemological issues.

7
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As an example of the way in which one perspective can be useful to researchers

conducting investigations from the other, consider the following hypothetical

case. AssUme that an investigator has reason to suspect that a specified message

property has behavioral consequences for those to whom a given message is ad-

dressed. From a purely objectivist point of view, nothing more than a logically

and theoretically defensible reason would be necessary to warrant the hypothesis.

Now suppose that the anticipated finding/when the hypothesis is subjected to

rigorous experimental test does not surface. The investigator might begin to

search for possible reasons consistent with general objectivist notions. He or

she could surmise that the theory is in error, the independent variable was not

effectively controlled, the measuring instruments were insensitive, and the like.

The investigator in the example might be correct in assuming that any or

all of the explanations considered contributed to his or her failure to confirm

the hypothesis. On the other hand, the difficulty might be that the stimulus

property of interest, perceptually speaking, was not received or interpreted in

the manner necessary for the suspected consequence to occur. This e7,:pl%nation

is more consistent with general subjectivist thinking. Were our objectivist-minded

researcher to give it serious consideration, it might lead him or her to the

realization that another, perhaps better, test of the hypothesis is possible.

Reversing the coin, we can conceive of the sort of situation in which a

subjectively oriented researcher generates a prediction about message effects on

the basis of what communication targets believe or feel influences them only

later to discover that the prediction based on such information fails. From an

objectivist point of view, one might argue that it is not necessarily what people

Arink influences them that necessarily does. I recall a graduate student of my

acquaintance once telling me that his beliefs could not be conditioned because

God has given us free will. The assertion strikes one as the direct result of,/

the very process it seeks to deny. The point of this example. is to suggest that
/-

.8



an expectation derived from a subjectivist perspective can and often probably

should lead one to consider possibilities more consistent with an objectivist

view because the individual's phenomenal world is not always reliably or easily

accessible. This, of course, was amajor factor in the' move away from the intro-

spectionist school of psychology in the nineteenth century and the subsequent

developthent of behaviorism with its strong objectivist leanings.

I have gone on at some length discussing objectivist and subjectivist view-

points without as yet developing my thesis. As I intimated earlier, however,

my reason for doing so was to try to establish that advances in communication

inquiry are not contingent on a, final resolution of the objectivist/subjecti-

vist dispute inasmuch as both have logical problems that.render neither superior

to the other. From the preceding discussion, I trust that the basis for the

assertion is now clear. In addition, I would hope that it is clear that inquLry

generated from both perspectives can be assessed in terms of its instrumental

value equally well by means of the prgmatic criterion. Finally, each perspective

has potentially useful and explanatory value in accounting for the failure of

research generated from the other to provide confirmation of hypothesized rela-

tionships among variableS'in which investigators are interested.

The view -I am promoting may suggest a kind of philosophical ecclecticism

that epistemological purists will find abhorrent; however, I am not convinced,

at least for the moment, that the interests of communication inquiry can best be

served in any other way. Nor am I convinced that a preoccupation with philo-

sophical presuppositions about ultimate questions of knowing is especially de-

sirable. Although it is surely reasonable to expect practicing theorists and re-

searchers to understand something of the epistemological assumptions on which

their claims to knowledge rest, expecting them to achieve complete closure con-

cerning the validity of such assumptions is not. Despite the artificiality of

the boundaries and the ease with which they are violated, it is nevertheless use-

9
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fulto bear in mind that researchers and theorists function principally in the

"context of discovery" and not in the "context of justification.H9 The extent to

which we need to be concerned with epistemological issues is suggested by that

distinction.

However valuable it may be for one to understand the limitations that one's

epistemological frame of reference imposes on inquiry and on judging what its

results reveal, he or she must also remember that it is not this frame of re-

ference which initially, or e. . ultimately, is the source Of advances and altera-

tions in our.understanding of the environment in which we reside. To accept such

a possiblity would be to assume a logic of discovery that as far as anyone can

tell does not and will never exist. To what, then, can one attribute progress

in knowledge? An examination of the history f scientify achievement would

seem to suggest the primacy of the interestin question.

In the remainder of this essay, I do not intend to attempt a listing of the

interesting questions on which communication scholars should be focusing. First,

I cannot be confident of what they are. Such questions seem to arise in conjunc-

tion with certain situational factors that may be subject to sudden and radical

change. They are, moreover, frequently encountered quite by accident. Finally,

simply developing a list of what I find to be interesting would have little value
r.

in supporting the theeis. What I rather seek to do, with the aid of some his-

torical examples, is to demonstrate--albeit in limited fashion--the rola that the

interesting question has played in contributing to advances in knowledge. Let

me first define my terms, however.

An interesting question, as I am using the expression, is one for which the

answer promises to have significant impact on what we consider or nderstand to

be the way in which particular sets of phenomena are related. Ordinarily, this

would imply .a fundamental alteration in commonly accepted viewsof particular re-
.

lationships. The answers to interesting questions, of course, o not always

0
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have such impact. The question is considered interesting, however, because it

potentially has the consequence of leading to some new level of undertanding. The

conception that I am trying to verbalize here may come into sharper focus if one

first considers the distinction between scientific inquiry as often portrayed

and as usually practiced.

Ravetz sets the tone for examining the difference between science in primi-
\.

pie and science in practice in the following observation:

The question 'What is Science?' supplies the title or the subject matter of

many books on the 'philosophy of science'. In them, the question usually

takes the form, 'What sort of trutiOis embodied in completed scientific

knowledge?' Ideas developed in the \course of an attempt to answer such a

question will not be well suited for describing scie1 nce as a human activity,
.

always changing and never perfect. Treatises on 'Scientific Method' writ-

ten within such a framework of ideas seem to have little relation'to the

real work of discovering new knowledge and are frequently scorned by prac-
10

tieing scientists who have become amateur philosophers of science.

What scientists really do was the subject of an exhaustive examination of

scientificthought on the nature of the universe from the Ionian period through

the age of Isaac Newton by Arthur Koestler. On the .basis of his study, Koestler

has asserted that:

The progress of Science is generally regarded as a kind of clean, rational

advance along a straight ascending line; in fact it has followed a zig-zag

course, at times almost more bewildering than the evolution of political

thought. The history of cosmic theories, in particular, may without exag-

geration be called a history of collective obsessions and controlled

schizophrenias; and the manner in which some of the most important indi-

vidual discoveries were arrived at reminds one more\of a sleepwalker's
11 \

performance than an electronic brain's.
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One need, not be enchanted by Koestier's rhetorical excesses to appreciate

hip point. That is, the 1:.-tality of scientific achievement is not particularly,

if at all, consistent wiel idealized descriptions of it. There are many cases

that lend credence to his thesis. What seems to be crucial to the creative pro-

cess, then, is a natural curiosity and imaginative outlook that leads one to

formulate and pursue interesting questions. As Koestler puts it, discove_y is

often a result of the."capacity of perceiving a familiar object, situation, prob-
12

lem, or collection of data, in a sudden new light or new,conteLt."

While this view certainly does not preclude all elements of rationality

from scientific inquiry, neith'r is it consistent with the more popular notion

that scientific progress is governed by some clearly defined, well understood,

and generally practiced rational process. But even if it were, the fact remains

that the inquirer must still generate questions. If the,iLlestions are without

the potential for creating new levels of awareness and understanding, there is

.very little that any methodi'however rationally conceived, can do to produce

such an outcome. Let us now examine some of the cases in which the role of the

interesting question so conceived has led to important and useful discoveries.
4

During the nineteenth century, cholera was a.dread disease in urban centers

throughout the world.; In spite of.the number of theortha in evidence, the spread

of the disease was not well understood. As a result, litt1e could be done to

control it during periods in which it reached epidemic proportions. Not until

an English physician by the name of John Snow began to ponder the question of

what factors distinguished those who contract ' cholera from those who did not

was an effective' solution eventually, forthcom1:4.

Such data as tUe fact that doctors who treated cholera victims were relative-
/

ly free of the disease Snow found to be disturbing. Noting the broad range of

possibilities that accounted for the differences, he was eventually able to -pin-

point the water supply of London and the different sources of drinking water
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to which the two populations had access as the critical variables. Greater

volumes of the bacteria causing cholera were present in the water supply of those

usually lower class people who inhabited the overcrowded urban center.

Since the germ theory of disease was not widely accepted, or in some cases

even known, at the time, others attributed the source and spread of cholera to

the personal characteristics'of its victims. By asking a question rather than

presuming the efficacy of existing explanations, Snow was able to advance know-.

ledge not only in a meaningful way but one that also provided the basis for
13

treatment of a heretofore insoluable medical problem.

Another, perhaps more well known, example that we can consider is the disr

covery of penicillin. Usually portrayed as an instance of therole.of chance in

Scientific research, the story is somewhat more involved. Although it is true

that the stimulus for Alexander Fleming's work on penicillin was the result of

a chance observation, the occurrence led'to a question that others making the

same observation ,had failed to raise. As Beveridge relates the incident,

Fleming' was working with some plate cultures of staphylococci which he had

occasion to open several times, and as often happens in such circumstances,

they became contaminated. He noticed that\the colonies of staphylococci

around one particular colony died. Many bactertologists would not have

thought this particularly remarkable for it has long been known that some
14

bacteria interfere with the growth of others.

Fleming had asked a simple but nonetheless interesting question and in so doing

eventually made an 'important contribution to the subsequent development of anti-

biotics.

A third illustration of:the role of the-interesting question can be found

in the annals of chemistry. Until late in the nineteenth century, atomic theory

permitted the prediction of chemical facts only in respect to inorganic sub-

-stances. The structure of'organiC compounds was not well und rstpod. As Goldstein

1
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and Goldstein point out, "A surprisingly large mumber of different compounds had

bee. discovered, and in theni-i-t-seemed that any numbers (sic) of different= kinds
15

of ,T1toms could be present." Not until Friedrich Kekule raised the quest_on of

how carbon atoms might be arranged in forming molecules with other elements was
16

the problem solved and the major advance of organic chemistry made possible. .

The discovery of,carbon chains reportedly came to Kekul.'e in a dream, which

'perhaps qualifies it as one of the clearest and most literal examples of Koestler's
17

sleepwalker thesis. Whether the absence of Kekule's nap would have precluded

the discovery, of course, one cannot say. It seems safe to conclude, however,

that had he not raised the qUestion and been pondering it prior to the moment of

insight, the challenge to the validity of atomic theory posed by organic com-.

pounds might well have remained unresolved for some/time
I
to come.

Still another example of the role. of the interesting question in scientific

research is reflected in the work of Claude Bernard. Before the time of Bernard,

it was commonly understood among scientists that.animals had to obtain carbo-

hydrates, fats, and proteins froM plants. In asking the question of how-sugar

is metabolized,. however, Bernard happened upon the discovery-that the body pro-

duces its own sugar from.substancesthat have no sugar content.18 Although the-

original question was not aimed'at the discovery to which it'led, the fact that

Bernard pursued a question for which the-answer would shed new light _on body

chemistry enabled him to make the kind of serendipitous finding that has even

greater significance than the informatZtk)initiatly sought.

As a final extender: illustration of my thesis, I have chosen the case of

Darwin's work on evolution. Prior to the publication of The Origin of the Species

in.1859, the prevailing view wilt. that the specieSwere independently created.-

a conception that permitted a certain degree of compatibility with some of the

dominant tstheological-views of the day. Darwin was to have a profound effer:t on

this relationship by radically altering conceptions of how we came to be.
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How he theory of evolution developed is a subject possibly best described

by Darwin himself. For this reason, I have quoted at some length from the intro-

duction to his famous work:

Wh-n on board H.M.S. 'Beagle,'_ as naturalist, I was much struck with certain

facts in the distribution of organic beings inhabiting South America, and

in the geological relations of the present to'the past inhabitants of that

continent. These facts . .-seemed to throw some light on the origin of

the species--that mystery of mysteries, as it has been called by one of our

greatest philosophers. On my return home, it occurred to me in 1837, that

something might be made out of this question by patiently accumulating and

reflecting on all sorts of facts which could possibly have any bearing on

it. After five years' work I allowed myself to' speiulate on the-subject,

and drew up some, short notes; these I enlarged in 1844 into a sketch of the

'conclusions, which then. seemed to ma to, be pessible :. from that period to

the present day I have-Steadily pursued the same object. I hope that I may

be excused from entering on these personal details, as I have given them

to show that I have not been hasty in coming to a decision.

What is most cies:: from this bit of self-reflection is that a disturbing but

nevertheless interesting question suggpsted.by facts that would not sqUate with

existing notions took Darwin on an extended intellectual journey to what has since

becoMe.i dominaut.theoreticul position in.the biological sciences.. It further

demonstrates that if a questioh is sufficiently interesting, it can occupy one

for an extended period of time. In this particular case, the persistence appears

to have been well worth displaying.

One could continue listing example after example, such as-Jenner's work on_,/

the treatment of small pox,. Harvey's achievements in convincing a naive medical,

community that blood circulates, Pasteur's contributions to the germ theory of

disease, Lister's cultivation and:propagation of antiseptic practices, Salk's
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contribution to the development of polio vacine, and, of course, Einstein's re-

volutionary reconceptualization of the nature of the universe and the relation-

ship of matter to energy. As with the preceding examples, in each of these cases

the genesis of gains in our understanding was a natural but disciplined curl.-

osity that stimulated interesting questions.

Cases of the kind I have been discussing hold some valuable lessons for the

advancement of communication as a field of study. The most important of these

is that we are probably better off in the long run continuing to direct our

scholarly energies toward discovery rather than justification. As I mentioned

at the outset, there is the very real possibility of, our becoming ao excessively

concerned about the nature of inquiry and what is the right perspective from which

to conduct it that we shall lose sight of the reasons fof being involved in it

in the first place. The constraining influence of such concern's, moreover, can

serve only to perpetuate the sort of safe investigation of trivial problems and

/

obvious relationships about which some critics already so' vehemently.

In other words, we may pass over interesting and potentially important questions

by being too sensitive to the limitations on inquiry implicit in different per-

spectives. on the issue of knowing. In a field-not presently recognized for the

boldness of its generalizations, this type of conservatism could work to our

disadvantage.

Although one need not envision achievements on quite as grand a scale as

those chronicled in this essay, insofar as I ath capable'of judging, there is

nothing about communication per se that-renders it less amenable to major dis-

covery than any other subject of interest. In fact, because the phenomenon of\l,

communication is so pervasive, what we would like to know about it may be more

easily accessible than relationships of interest to the representatives of other

disciplines: In this sense, I would argue that the prospects for significant

theoretical advances are very good.

1



Jerome-Ravetz has observed that:

To be involved in n field just entering maturity is the most rewarding

career for a scientist; for then one can make the greatest achievements at

relatively little risk. But estimating the points of transition between

phases is a very difficult task; a field or area of science which is ap-

proaching senescence is a dre(y place; ardimmature fields with the hope

of imminent maturation' are, with all of their attendant harzards,the place
21

where the greatest challenge is found.

That challenge, it seems to me, can only be met, however, if we seize upon the

opportunities that our lack of maturity has provided to raise and pursue the

interesting question.
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